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An analogue of the law of the iterated logarithm for Brownian motion in Banach 
spaces is proved where the expression dm is replaced by a positive non- 
decreasing function satisfying certain conditions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One way of proving the law of the iterated logarithm (LIL) for Brownian 
motion { W(t) ] I> 0) consists in studying the sequences {{, = (c”)- “* W(c”) ] 
n > 1 } for some c > 1. A lemma of Nisio [lo] shows that 
lim sup,(<,/d2 log n) = 1 a.s. Since for c > 1, log log c” - log n, to complete 
the proof of the LIL, it suffices to control the difference 
we> WC”> - 
l/s d2c” log log c” 
forc”<s<c”+‘. 
This approach has been very successful, as was shown by T. L. Lai, namely, 
in the study of the functional LIL. This method of proof still works in the 
case of a Brownian motion in a real separable Banach space-here, on the 
one hand, one uses a theorem of Carmona and KBno [2, Theo&me 4.11 or 
Mangano [9, Theorem 4.11, and, on the other hand (to control the fluc- 
tuations between the different terms of the lacunary sequence), one uses an 
estimate obtained from Fernique’s paper [5]. 
Following the work of Bulinskii [ 11, we prove the analogue of the LIL for 
Brownian motion in Banach spaces, where the expression dm is 
replaced by a function a belonging to the following class @: 
@ = 
- c@+ ‘) 
a: (0, co) + IR + 1 a non-decreasing and lim 11~ 7 = (l-1) 
cl1 a@ 1 
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Section 2 contains the preliminary results we need. In Lemma 2.1 and 
Corollary 1 of Lemma 2.4, we prove an analogue of Nisio’s lemma for non- 
decreasing sequences {a,} instead of dz The proof of Lemma 2.1 
follows the same lines as those of Theorem 2 in Nisio [lo]. 
Section 3 is devoted to the proof of an analogue of the LIL for Brownian 
motion in Banach spaces. Here the tools we need are a modified version of a 
theorem of Carmona and K6no [2], our Lemma 2.1, and a result of Kesten 
[ 61 and Erickson [4] on the limit points of a random walk. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We begin with a proof of a result analogous to a theorem due to Nisio 
[lo] for non-decreasing sequences {a,}. 
Throughout this work, {a, 1 n > 1 } will denote a non-decreasing sequence 
of positive real numbers, and 
R{a,}=inf R >O\xexp - 
n 
( qy<,l. 
Therefore, 0 < R { a,} < 00. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let {&, 1 n > 1) be a real-valued Gaussian sequence with 
E(t,,) = 0 and E($) = oi such that the following condition is satisfied 




Then lim sup,(&/a,) = uR{a,} a.s. ifR{a,} < a~. 
Proof We suppose that un = u = 1; the general case easily follows from 
this special case. If E > 0, a simple application of the Borel-Cantelli lemma 
shows that lim sup,(<,/a,) < R{a,} + E a.s. It is therefore sufficient to prove 
that lim sup,(&Ja,) > (1 - E) R {a,} a.s. We only sketch the proof since it is 
analogous to the proof of Theorem 2 in [lo]. 
Let 0 < s0 < E and 0 < E’ < E (cO and E’ to be suitably chosen later). 
Choose R, such that R(l - e’/4) < R, < R. By hypothesis, there exist two 
integers n, and r,, such that for all n 2 no and m - n > rO, E(r,<,,) GE,,. 
Furthermore, there exists an integer n, with n, & n, < n, + r0 such that 
R2a2 1 WA-) 
2 
diverges, where Y(Y(k) = n, + kr,. Choose a subsequence {kj) such that 
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k, > 2k,-, and R f a:,,,, /2 < a log W,), where a > 1 and a(1 - e’/4)* 
(R*/R:) < 1. 
Then using a lemma of Slepian as in Nisio’s proof, it is possible to find an 
upper bound for 
P 
r max m<R(l -s’)dE 
k.<k<k,il alyck) 1 
such that if E,, and E’ are suitably chosen then this upper bound is the general 
term of a convergent series. Therefore, this proves that lim sup,(&/a,) > 
(1 - E) R {a,, ) a.s. and completes the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section, B denotes a real separable Banach space, 9 its Bore1 o- 
algebra and B* its dual. If X: (0, x, P) + (B, 9) is measurable, X is said to 
be mean-zero Gaussian if for each x* E B*, x*(X) is mean-zero Gaussian. 
Y(X) denotes the measure induced by X on B. We shall suppose that the 
topological support of U(X) is B itself, since it is always possible to take a 
smaller B. 
We now list a few well-known results concerning Banach-valued Gaussian 
random variables. For details see [2] or [7]. 
If X is a B-valued zero-mean Gaussian random variable, then 




if t > 2. (3.1) 
The formula Sx* = E{x*(X) . X}, x* E B*, defines a continuous linear 
map from B* into B and let SE&, denote the completion of SB* equipped 
with the norm obtained from the inner-product 
,3x*, SY*) =E{x*(X)Y*(X)}, x*, y* E B*. 
Gv Y(xj is a Hilbert space which can be identified with a subset of B, dense 
in B. Furthermore, if K is the closed unit ball of ZYcxj, then K is compact 
(as a subset of B). 
If {x,} is a sequence in B, let C{x,} denote the set of limit points of the 
sequence {x,}, and d(x, y) = ]]x - y]l. 
The following result is essentially due to Carmona and KBno [2, 
Theorime 4.11 and Mangano [9, Theorem 4.11. 
LEMMA 3.1, Let {X, 1 n > 1) be a sequence of B-valued Gaussian 
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random variables such that there exists a B-valued Gaussian random 
variable X and L/(X,) converges to Y(X). Suppose that for each x* E B* 
lim sup E{x*(X,) x*(X,)} < 0. 
m-PI- 
n-03 
Then ifa sequence {a,,} is such that O(R{a,} < co, 
P[limd(2,K,)=O]=l and P[cI$/=K~]=~, 
where KR = KR,a,, is the closed ball of radius R {a,,} in G?$(~,. 
To prove Lemma 3.1, use our version of Nisio’s lemma in place of [2, 
Lemma 4.1) in the proof of [2, Theoreme 4.11. 
Let a(t) be a positive non-decreasing function defined for t > 0. If for 
some c0 > 1, the series C,, exp(-R*a*(c;)/2) converges, then the series 
2, exp(-R*a*(c”)/2) 
a*(Ckol+m 
converges for all c > 1. To prove this, write a*(P) = 
), where cko > c,, and 0 < m < k,. Therefore, the following formula 
defines R(a) uniquely: 
R(a) = inf 
I 
R > 0 ) c exp 
( R2a3 
- < 00 for some c > 1 
n 
If { W(t) I t > 01 is a B-valued Brownian motion, then for X, = W(P)/@, 
c > 1, we get, from Lemma 3.1, 
P[$nd(-&,K,)=O]=l and P[c]-$&-/=K,]=L (3.2) 
where R = R(a). 
If a E @, we now prove that the fluctuations of W(s)/m between the 
elements of the lacunary sequence are controllable in terms of c. 
P[cn$$yn+, 11 w(s) - w(c”) IJ>e]C(i)+(ii), 
fia(s) j/2 a a(P) 
where 
(i)=p [c”2%+l 11 ww (\/;kts) - @ f,,,.)) /IG] 
<p II W)Il > CR + &)atc”)E II WIT*&) “*] 9 [ ( 
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for c > 1 suitably chosen since a E @, 
< exp 
( 




Therefore (i) is the general term of a convergent series if R(o) < co. 
To find an upper bound of (ii), 
(ii) = P [ ,“,ssup,“+, II W(s) - W”l > + PW)] 3 
consider the Gaussian random element Y,: R + Cs[cn, c”+‘], where CB[cn, 
c”+‘] = {(o: [c”, c”+‘] -+B 1 fp is continuous} is a Banach space with ]]rp]] = 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ II &II and 
Y,(w)(s) = W(s, w) - WC”, w), w E R, c”<s<c”+‘. 
It is easily checked that 
@II Y,, lI&cn,cncq) = E (,,2$“+, II W(s) - w,llit) 
< (c”+’ - c”)E(II W>ll”>. 
Consequently, for sufficiently large n, using (3.1), the fact a E @, and a 
suitably chosen c > 1, 
(ii) < exp a2(c”) -R’2 - 
2 
for some R’ > R. 
Thus for a suitable choice of c, 
From (3.2) and (3.3) we get 
THEOREM 3.1. Let {W(t) I t > 0) be a B-valued Brownian motion and let 
a E @. IfO< R(a) < co, then 
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and 
[ ( 
W(s) p c fia(s) =Kfw = 19 )I 
where KRcaj is the closed ball of radius R(a) in Z&w(I,,. 
In the case where R(a) = co, we are going to prove that every element of 
B is a limit point of W(t)/fia(t). Recall that if y(n) is a positive non- 
decreasing sequence and y(n)- co, then [ 11, Proposition 1.21 
(a) For x E B set 
n,= wEl2lxEC,=C 
I 
( w;y) 1; 
then 0, is a tail event with probability 0 or 1. 
(b) If F = {x ( P(R,) = I}, then F is closed and {o 1 F c C,} is 
measurable and has probability 1. Furthermore P* (co ) C, v? F} = 0. 
Therefore, it is sufftcient to prove that for each x* E B*, Sx* E F. For 
this, we need the following result, essentially due to Kesten [6, Theorem 21 
and Erickson [4, Theorem 11. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let y(n) > 0 and y(n) + co. Suppose that y(n) satisfies the 
following: 
Then if {W(t) ( t > 0) is a B-valued Brownian motion, b > 1 and h E B, 
(I) * (II) * (III), 
where 
(I) liminf iI%-h 1/<ea.s.; 
(11) 5 p [ there exists n E [b’, b”‘) s.t. 
r=0 
llz-hll<e] =co; 
(III) liminf 113-h 11$2ea.s. 
683/l l/3-5 
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It is immediate that since CT E @ then 
hypotheses of Lemma 3.2. Therefore, 
Y(W(l)) =,u, we have 
r(n) = fi. a(n) satisfies the 




@a(b’) -h ” II 1 







(a(b’) x*, x) - - 
lIxll<caW) 
“‘lb’ (h II,> 444) 
>vtllxll < Wf)) ev 
( 





if r is suffkiently large; hence the divergence of the series given in (II) of 
Lemma 3.2. We have thus 
THEOREM 3.2 Let a E @ with R(a) = 00 ; if { W(t) t > 0} is a B-valued 
Brownian motion, then P[C( W(t)/& a(t)) = B] = 1. 
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